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Frankenstein
THE STORY OF FRANKENSTEIN

by Mary Shelley

simplified by Margarete Lazar
illustrated by Otto Handl
layout by Julia Schmidleitner
Robert Walton is the captain of a ship that is heading for the North Pole. Early on, the ship is trapped in masses of ice. Walton sees two people. One of them is chasing another man in a dog sledge. Walton takes him aboard and hears the fantastic story of the monster this man - Victor Frankenstein - created.
Victor Frankenstein was born in Geneva and spent his childhood with his adopted sister Elizabeth and his friend Henri Clerval. He studied chemistry and natural philosophy in Germany.

His biggest wish was to discover the secret of life. He dug up old bones in graveyards and put them together to make a man.
Finally, in a dark night, Victor brought his creature to life. He was alone in his apartment and connected the man to electricity. Victor was shocked when he saw his monster. But he could not change it anymore.
Felix, the monster, was no longer in the apartment but Victor found a letter from his father, informing him that his younger brother William was dead, murdered in the woods. Victor left for Geneva and saw the monster in the woods. Now he was sure that the monster had killed William. But in Geneva a girl named Justine was executed because people thought she was the murderess.
Victor felt very bad because he was the creator of the monster. So he wanted to get away from it all and went to the mountains to have time to think. One day, while crossing an enormous glacier, he saw the monster again.

The Monster's Story

Felix, the monster, started to tell his story. When he left Victor's apartment he wanted to make friends with people. He wanted to be loved but nobody could love him because he was so strange and ugly. The monster had killed William because he was angry at Victor. In the end Felix asked Victor to make a mate for him, a monster as ugly as himself.
When Victor threw the bones of the second creature into a lake he got lost and could not find his island. He landed in a strange town and was arrested for murder there. But again, the monster was the killer and the dead person was Victor’s best friend Henri Clerval. Victor was very unhappy.

Victor’s story goes on.

Victor did not like this idea but the monster did not stop talking until Victor promised to make a female mate for him. One night while he was on an island, working at the new monster, Victor saw Felix staring in through the window. Victor was so shocked that he destroyed his new creation. The monster got very angry and said he would be with Victor on his wedding night.
Later Victor returned to Geneva to his family. He saw his stepsister Elizabeth again and married her. But in the wedding night the monster killed Elizabeth.

That was the moment when Victor decided he had to find the monster and to kill it. He chased him northward into the ice and that is where the captain picked him up.
CAPTAIN WALTON TELLS THE END OF THE STORY

Shortly thereafter, Victor Frankenstein dies.

Some days later, the captain finds the monster in Victor's cabin crying over Victor. The monster tells the captain of his terrible life, full of loneliness and hatred. But now that Victor is dead, the monster wants to die, too. Felix leaves the ship and wanders north to die in the ice.

THE END
WANTED FOR MURDER

REWARD 10 000 FRANCS
SCIENTIFIC SENSATION
Famous scientist Victor Frankenstein has made a new human being out of bones and brought it to life with electricity. Frankenstein says that he called the man FELIX which means "HAPPY". We are all waiting to see this human being but at the moment Victor Frankenstein cannot tell us where Felix is. Felix left the house and Victor has no idea where he went.

CAN YOU WRITE ABOUT VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN’S LIFE?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

GENEVA TIMES

YOUNG BOY FOUND DEAD IN A FOREST IN GENEVA
Late last night a young boy was found dead in a forest near Geneva. Police say that the boy was William Frankenstein, son of a well-respected family in Geneva. Justine Moritz, a young girl who lived in the Frankenstein household, has been arrested. Police say that she killed the boy.

INVENTION THAT CHANGES THE WORLD
Dear sister,

I must ....... you a very strange story. On my way to the North Pole I saw a man with a dog........ chasing a very big monster-like creature. I took this man on ........ and that`s what he told me:

His name was Victor Frankenstein and he ........ from Geneva. His .............. had adopted a girl called Elizabeth. When his mother died Victor promised to marry Elizabeth. Victor went to ............... in Germany and then he got his own laboratory where he tried to give life to ........things.

One day Victor created a monster called Felix. But everyone ........ Felix because he had no feelings of love.

So the monster wanted to kill everyone that Victor Frankenstein loved. He killed Victor`s brother, his best friend Henri Clerval and in the end even Elizabeth on her.............. night.

From that time on, it was Victor`s only wish to .......... the monster. He chased Felix across Europe up north and that is where I found him. Victor died on my ship and you know what:

The monster came on board crying at Victor`s death bed. Afterwards Felix left the ship wandering alone in the icy cold. Isn`t this all very sad?

See you soon!

Yours,

Robert